Dynatrace — AI powered, full stack, automated.
Monitoring redefined.
Simplify performance monitoring of complex cloud-native environments. Dynatrace learns
your application‘s normal behavior and proactively identifies the root cause of potential
customer impact issues.

Fact Sheet
Applications and services today are increasingly complex. Microservices
architectures, global distribution and a multitude of different client
technologies continue to add to this complexity. Organizations must take
a radically different approach to monitoring to stay in control of these
applications, and the environments they run in. Dynatrace simplifies this
complexity with an easy-to-use monitoring solution that provides full
operational insights out-of-the-box.

Automated
Install a single agent and it automatically discovers your
entire technology stack, instruments every component,
set baselines, and quickly learns the normal performance
of your environment.

AI Powered Root Cause Analysis
Self-learning artificial intelligence continuously auto-detects technology dependencies across all layers, identifies environment
anomalies, and proactively pinpoints the root cause of performance issues. No more wasted hours hunting for problems!

Analytical
Optimize the performance of key business transactions and provide actionable insights for the business, operations,
and development.

Unified
Analyze application performance and identify issues quickly across all layers, and the broadest set of technologies;
all from a single platform.

Scalable
Designed for the largest environments, Dynatrace easily scales to 100,000+ hosts. As your application scales, Dynatrace
automatically scales with it.

Flexible Deployment
Available as an on-premise managed solution or a SaaS solution, Dynatrace lets you choose based on your
company’s requirements.
Dynatrace provides all-in-one application monitoring with zero configuration. Just install our OneAgent on the host, and from there
Dynatrace knows your application. If something breaks, our artificial intelligence tells you exactly where and why it happened.

Don’t let inferior monitoring solutions impact your business.
Only Dynatrace automatically provides you with the root cause
of problems — allowing you to fix them faster. Gone are the days

Dynatrace’s automatic root cause analysis

of having to manually interpret dozens of data sources to identify
the root cause. Instead of receiving hundreds of alerts with the
symptoms of a problem, Dynatrace provides a single problem
notification that identifies the root cause of the problem.

How is Dynatrace able to identify the root cause
of a problem?
The underlying technology that powers Dynatrace is our patented
PurePath® technology; allowing us to capture every single
transaction — not sample transaction data. We understand all
of the interdependencies across all tiers in real-time. With this
environment’s normal behavior and detects performance issues

Dynatrace Digital Performance Platform —
it‘s digital business…transformed.

automatically. When an issue is detected, it looks at billions of

Successfully improve your user experiences, launch new initiatives

understanding, Dynatrace’s artificial intelligence learns your

events and uses big data analytics to perform root cause analysis.
This identifies problems faster and pinpoints the reasons for
performance issues.

with confidence, reduce operational complexity and go to market
faster than your competition. With the world’s most complete,
powerful and flexible digital performance platform for today’s

Get access to Dynatrace now to experience your environment

digital enterprises, Dynatrace has you covered.

in a totally new way!
Download your 15-day free trial. http://dynatrace.ai/CMI
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